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 Easy-to-follow decision charts display exactly when to take a kid to see a medical expert.like
injuries, allergies, and childhood diseases— Parents can research a symptom to find a complete
explanation of probable causes, how critical they're, and how exactly to relieve the issue at
home.Taking Care of Your Child offers the most recent information on weight problems,
behavioral issues, and various other critical health concerns, alongside up to date immunization
schedules and fresh material upon complementary and alternative drugs. Covering a lot more
than 100 common complaints—Taking Care of Your Child is easy to make use of, even in a
crisis.and with especially clear advice on handling emergencies, it is the indispensable
guidebook for parents.
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I really like this resource We were given a mature copy of this reserve when our oldest was
slightly baby. For example, "does your child have a fever? After that theres the portion of
common complaints (crisis, injury, poison, allergies, fever,ect. It really is so nice to possess a
book that I can quickly reference and have help deciding how to handle medical issues that
come up. We purchased a duplicate of this publication when it first arrived. Even for evaluating
our very own rashes and determining how exactly to treat certain problems. If you don't
necessarily have to make the visit to the ER, the book offers suggestions on how to treat
whatever offers appear from home.That is definitely a book I'd recommend. Fantastic Book This
book is fantastic! We still have our copy of the first edition! As a mother or father you feel badly
if you take your child to the physician too often but you feel even even worse if you decide never
to take them to the physician when you probably must have..We've used it on innumerable
occasions. You can find flow charts i n this book that help me make a far more educated guess
upon this more instances than I could count.So it was a requirement that I get yourself a
duplicate when my son was expecting his first baby. We kept it handy through our children's
time at home. And he identified it instantly and was very excited to have a copy of their own.
Best Book Ever I received an early on edition of the book when my children were young, and it
got me through some tough times. A copy in every home I have an older edition of this book and
it had been helpful many times when the kids were young and house. And, they would often
show symptoms after the doctor office was closed. Many times, we did not need to visit a doctor
or we could treat the symptom therefore well that we could visit the doc the next day rather of
going to the ER. Bought this edition for our daughter who's pregnant and she used the older
edition as a teenager. It's a great guide and helps those of us whose memory is now slipping
just a little. Great and basic answers using most of the common factors in the home already. I
think every parent must have a duplicate! I wish I got it when my kids were little. I bought it for
my child who is expecting her first baby (our first grandchild).This book is what everyone needs
to have in the house if you are raising children and have so many questions. Very easy to
comprehend. This book can help you with all of those things and a huge selection of more. It
offers you practical advise and tells you when it's essential to seek medical care and attention.
This way you are not waisting money on unnecessary doctors visits. It was a gift, but the new
parents say . definatly worth it I already have "Take Care of Yourself" and I worried that it would
be basically the same information-- believe me its not, that is an excelent resourse for a house
with children. I first purchased an extremely early, hard cover edition for myself when I was
raising my 6 children.I really like this source!) And the 3rd section is an area for family records.
I'm glad I have both books, but I'm most glad I have Taking Care of Your Child. It was definatly
worthwhile. Great reference My partner uses this publication everytime there exists a decision to
be made about what to do with the most recent damage, sickness, or whatever our kids end up
facing. It gives simple yes and no questions to answer based on how your child is usually feeling
or behaving, and provides you the next steps to take in almost every situation we've
encountered. It provides rarely left us feeling too little confidence in our decision about how to
treatment for our children. I know they will depend on it just as we haves. I've been giving latter
editions as presents to new moms, who are as happy with it as I was. What I love best about the
book is its stream chart format. I've utilized it so much I recently purchased an updated
duplicate and have even got it for baby shower celebration gifts." Depending on your reply, it
directs you to additional questions that assist you to decide whether to contact the doctor
immediately, call for a future appointment, watch for additional symptoms, etc. I used to call my
mother on a regular basis to ask her how to proceed about things like bee stings, fevers, coughs,



rashes, etc.I extremely recemmend this reserve and understand that you will love it as much as I
do! Getting of the geeky type - logically powered paren, the flow charts really appealed to us.. It
was something special , but the new parents express a refer to the book constantly.. My . Every
new parent must have one of these. Would recommend this publication to any expecting mother
or father.. Great read! Every new parent should have one of these. I've also purchased many
copies of "Taking Care of Yourself" for wedding ceremony shower gifts! I really like this
healthcare book I love this healthcare book. In addition, it carries a section on Parent Skills
which covers Pregnancy, Labor, newborn care, development and development, personality
advancement, school, getting a health care company,staying healthy as well as your home
pharmacy. Over the years I have conveniently purchased over 50 copies to give as baby shower
gifts. This book and several medical supplies makes an excellent gift for new parents. My
children were born in the 1980s and I still have mine! Five Stars Excellent resource for just about
any new parent. Five Stars As advertised
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